Guest Lecture

- A Guest Lecture was conducted by Department of Electrical Engineering on 25th February, 2015. Mr. L.K. Vashisht, Design engineer from SIEMENS Ltd Gurgoan gave a lecture on “Electrical Balance of Power Plant”. It was attended by students of Electrical Engineering department, Electronics & Communication Engineering department and Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering department.

- Mr. Ashish Mohan, Lieutenant Commander in the Indian Navy and an alumnus of 2005 B.Tech batch of IEC-CET gave a motivational talk to the pre final and final year students on 23rd March, 2015.

- ECE Department is conducting a Guest Lecture on topic, “Advanced Embedded Technology”, which is scheduled on 06/10/2015 by Mrs. Kamaldeep Kaur, HR Head between 11.30 am to 12.50 pm.

  Mrs. Kamaldeep Kaur is an Engineering Graduate with MBA in IT and finance. She has 12 years of experience in the field of Software Engineering, HR, Technical consultant and management roles. Currently, she is Strategic planning and HR Head at EmbLogic, Noida. She takes care of HR activities and Placements. She will discuss about the skills needed when one appears for interviews for B.Tech.

- A motivational lecture by Mr. Prince (IES) an alumni of IEC (Mechanical) was organized for Mechanical Engineering students on 26th August 2015.

- A guest lecture on Aptitude Skills by Mr. Ajay Sahu, IIM-C Alumni was organized by Deptt of CS/IT on 6th Oct 2015. He discussed the various tricks to solve the tricky questions in few seconds. Students solved around 10 questions of Aptitude during the lecture.

- Mechanical Engineering Department organized a guest lecture on “Blended Learning” by Dragon Fly, Noida on 30th September for the students.

- Guest Lecture by Mr. Arpit Rastogi (Senior Engg. R & D in Minda, Noida) an IEC alumni on Mechanical Design was held on 9th October 2015 for the Mechanical Engineering students.

- Shri. S D Shukla, Dy. General Manager (Operations) of M/s. Control and Switch Gear Electric Ltd visited our campus to deliver the lecture on “Compact Medium Voltage Switch Gear Technology for Secondary Distribution” for Electrical Engineering students. This was held on 8th October, 2015. He is presently engaged in design and development of M.V switchgear from last one decade. He explained and discussed the technology for
compact design by using SF6 for insulation. He also explained the different level of voltages and their use for LV, HV, EHV & UHV.

- Personality Development Programme was organized by Ms. Nidhi Verm of Vridhi Image Consulting Pvt Ltd. Ms. Nidhi is an IIM Alumnus and also IEC alumnus. She discussed the various challenges of Resume writing and Interviews for the students of Computer Science Engineering, Information Technology and Mechanical Engineering on 8th October, 2015.

- On 14th October,15, Department of MCA organized a guest lecture on MS Project to develop disciplined thinking for project plan by Dr. Ashish Pandey, Sr. Associate Project Manager, SAPIENT Consulting. All the students of 1st, 2nd and 3rd year of MCA and 3rd and 4th year of CS and IT as well as faculty members attended the guest lecture. Students were made aware of current industrial scenario and how MSP helps the Project manager to develop plans, assigning resources to task, tracking Progress, managing budget and analyzing workload. They also discussed about different methodologies for Project planning. This lecture also helped the students in enhancing their technical and managerial skills in a motivational way.

- Brief report on Guest Lecture (industry / research resource persons) of Experts from Li2 Technology Noida organised at Department of Pharmacy, IEC Group of Institutions, Greater Noida on 13-10-2015.

- Experts from Li2 Technology Noida delivered a Guest Lecture (industry / research resource persons) on 13th October, 2015 (Tuesday) in Amphitheatre–I. Experts from LI2 Techniks, a company which trains professional and students alike in the tools and ways of six sigma / lean six sigma, were contacted to give a seminar on the usefulness of this tool in the pharmaceutical industry and how students who have a background in six sigma would be an important asset to the company. Their presenters “Mr. B. B. Singh” and “Mr. Abhishek Gaur” having an experience of 4 years in implementing six sigma in pharmaceutical companies like Johnson and Johnson, Pfizer and Astra Zeneca etc. gave long seminar to the students and faculty members. They explained that six-sigma is a tool to improve any process, this tool was developed by Motorola and implemented by GE on an industrial scale. Six-sigma is a scientific tool which is used to identify and remove errors from any process, in any industry. Thus six-sigma is of great importance in the pharmaceutical industry, because they operate at the highest quality standards possible in the market, so companies had to move towards implementation of six sigma/Lean six sigma, in order to maintain quality and quantity. Pharmaceutical industries are using these tools to improve, research fields, QA/QC processes and streamlining the manufacturing and marketing processes.

- Department of Electronics and Communication organized a guest lecture on “Advanced Embedded Technologies and Embedded Linux.” on 06th Oct 2015. The theme was
Creating awareness about the Emerging and Cutting Edge Technologies for the budding engineers of Today. CEO and Director Mr Pravjot and HR Manager Mrs Kamaldeep Kaur of Emblogic India, were the key note speaker. Mr Pravjot shared his corporate experience with the students. He created awareness about the Emerging and Cutting Edge Technologies for the budding engineers of Today. Mrs Kamaldeep Kaur explained about the requirements needed to face HR interviews.

- A lecture was organized for the students of 3rd and 4th year of B.Tech/ MCA/ MBA/ IHM and B.Pharma on 28th October 2015. Ms K. Anandhi from CII (CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRIES) conducted an awareness session for the students on ‘Logistics skill sets for budding professionals’

- ECE department organized a Guest Lecture on 29th Oct 2015 by two Technical experts as under:
  
  (i) Mr Sachin Sharma (IBM)
  
  (ii) Mr Navneet Barwal (Honeywell).

The experts elucidated upon Guidelines and Norms for making Actual Final year Projects.

- Department of Management organized a guest lecture for the management and engineering student both by a key note speaker Dr. S.Swarup, former Director General Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Govt of India on 30th October, 2015. Dr S. Swarup started his lecture by delivering basic information of project to the students. Then he discussed project management and Government interface with reference to the industry policy.

The presentation covered the following topics.

a) The grand canyons and the topography of the region.

b) The objectives and salient features regarding the conceptualization of the project

c) Socio economic, socio political and legal parameters related to the construction of the project.

d) The management tools and techniques used to optimize the production and minimize the time and cost over runs.

e) The network analysis and partial modification of certain standard mathematical formula undertaken to minimize the construction time to the optimum possible extent.

f) Devaluation and reasons for Chinese currency devaluation and also its impact on Indian market.